Double Acrostic
By Don Z. Block, Gr’77

DIRECTIONS: Fill in the words beside the clues, writing a letter over each numbered blank. Transfer the letters to the diagram. The letters printed in the right corner of each diagram square provide a cross-reference to a clue. As you progress, words and phrases taking shape in the diagram will enable you to work from diagram to word. When completed, the diagram, reading across, will provide a quotation from a published work. The first letter of each word below, read vertically, will identify the author and source of the quotation. Answers to last issue’s puzzle appear on page 95.

A. Like a dieter
B. Grand Canyon leaper
C. Greasy
D. Translate
E. Instructed
F. Manifestation of disapproval?
G. “___! Unhand me, grey-beard loon!”: Coleridge, 2 wds.
H. Bread plus wine when consecrated
I. Increases in value
J. L’Amour guy
K. Harper’s real name
L. Put on
M. Acting like Mendy Rudolph

N. Means
O. “Mortality weighs heavily on me like ___ sleep”: Keats
P. Invalidating
Q. Serving to clarify
R. Slant
S. Facile
T. Failed to honor a commitment
U. Deceived
V. “In the arts of life, man ___ nothing”: Man and Superman
W. “Property is ___”: Proudhon
X. Hall of Fame Brewer

Answers to last issue’s puzzle appear on page 95.